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The port is an economic motive and globalization mechanism of the city

2

The port gives image, identity and meaning to the city and is always present, 
recognizable and tangible at local level

3

The global functioning of the port leads to anonymity and friction between 
areas and functions

4

Port activities have grown out of joint and have claimed new space and
territory elsewhere leaving behind abandoned buildings en places

5

The port offers opportunities in the field of education and employment, 
as well as local nature and recreation that must be optimally utilized

6

A continuous presence of gigantic mechanical structures is not only a
physical display, but also a trigger for tourism

7

The ports have a degree of connectivity with the environment,
but lack a welcome feeling

8

The access roads require a different and contemporary interpretation appro-
priate for a more urban use

9

It is the turn of the local city to take back space and create new urban fabric 
and social functions

10

The port is an economic motive and globalization 
mechanism of the city

The port gives image, identity and meaning to the city 
and is always present, recognizable and tangible at 

local level

The global functioning of the port leads to anonymity 
and friction between areas and functions

Port activities have grown out of joint and have 
claimed new space and territory elsewhere leaving 

behind abandoned buildings en places

The port offers opportunities in the field of education 
and employment, as well as local nature and 

recreation that must be optimally utilized

A continuous presence of gigantic mechanical 
structures is not only a physical display, but also a 

trigger for tourism

The ports have a degree of connectivity with the
environment, but lack a welcome feeling

The access roads require a different and contemporary 
interpretation appropriate for a more urban use

It is the turn of the local city to take back space and 
create new urban fabric and social functions

City Hubs
Harbours Rotterdam - Marseille

3D variants

Hardened quays

Nature (green) slopes

Connections with water

Water bound spaces

Water bound buildings

Connections on water

Relation with water Functions on water

Waterbound buildingsGreen (nature) slopes

Waterbound spacesHardened quays

Social-cultural functions Housing and plinths

Design

Hardened quay

Car free zone

Plinth functions

Iconic buildings / landmarks

Mixed housing program

Collective parking

Playgrounds

Climate adaptive

Transformation

Nature friendly shore

Robust landscape

Slow traffic connections
Social function

Central Hubs

Water bound housing

Public transport by water

Event and meeting spots

Slow traffic route

Recreational waterpark

Preserved beach

Characteristic and iconic machinery

Collective parking zones Climate adaptive spacesClimate adaptive spaces

Transformed functions and buildings

Nature friendly shore

Robust landscape

Slow traffic connections

Catering and terraces

Central Hub

Public transport by water

Event and meeting spot

Design

Differentiated housing environments Hardened quaysCentral Hub

Water connection

Nature friendly shore Water bound housing

Water connection View on MaasEvent and meeting spotNature friendly shoreWater connection

Transformation in functionDyke as connective route

Rotterdam Marseille

Differentiated housing environments Hardened quaysCentral Hub

Water connection

Nature friendly shore Water bound housing

Water connection View on MaasEvent and meeting spotNature friendly shoreWater connection

Transformation in functionDyke as connective route

Rotterdam Marseille


